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responsibility to marshall all the findings inresponsibility to marshall all the findings in

a scientifically revealing way. If they makea scientifically revealing way. If they make

an error they have a duty to correct it.an error they have a duty to correct it.
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Author’s reply:Author’s reply: We generally concurWe generally concur

with the views of Silverwith the views of Silver et alet al and we con-and we con-

tinue to collaborate with those at Bristol-tinue to collaborate with those at Bristol-

Myers Squibb and Otsuka to obtain dataMyers Squibb and Otsuka to obtain data

which were not easily accessible to us whenwhich were not easily accessible to us when

the review was initially conducted. The up-the review was initially conducted. The up-

dated version of this review is much im-dated version of this review is much im-

proved by the incorporation of these dataproved by the incorporation of these data

(El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2006). The original(El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2006). The original

version, however, was submitted to theversion, however, was submitted to the

JournalJournal in June 2004.in June 2004.

We were interested that the review fellWe were interested that the review fell

short of Professor Crow’s expectations.short of Professor Crow’s expectations.

Perhaps he is correct in saying that therePerhaps he is correct in saying that there

is a grumbling background to the wholeis a grumbling background to the whole

review but it was peer reviewed and therereview but it was peer reviewed and there

was no objection to this. Professor Crowwas no objection to this. Professor Crow

was surprised that our searches came upwas surprised that our searches came up

with such a ‘barren yield’ of data. Perhapswith such a ‘barren yield’ of data. Perhaps

his experience in this area is not ours. Wehis experience in this area is not ours. We

asked employees of Bristol-Myers Squibb toasked employees of Bristol-Myers Squibb to

check our review. Those that kindly visitedcheck our review. Those that kindly visited

us and promised data are explicitly men-us and promised data are explicitly men-

tioned in widely accessible versions of thistioned in widely accessible versions of this

review (El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004).review (El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004).

Other authors referred us to the companyOther authors referred us to the company

for additional information. Professor Crowfor additional information. Professor Crow

goes on to say that it is the duty of systema-goes on to say that it is the duty of systema-

tic reviewers to make data available in com-tic reviewers to make data available in com-

parative form. We have tried to be fair,parative form. We have tried to be fair,

open and explicit with what we could get.open and explicit with what we could get.

If Professor Crow can get more data we willIf Professor Crow can get more data we will

of course be grateful for those.of course be grateful for those.

Professor Crow draws attention to ari-Professor Crow draws attention to ari-

piprazole and mortality as presented in apiprazole and mortality as presented in a

poster at the Winter Workshop on Schizo-poster at the Winter Workshop on Schizo-

phrenia Research in February 2006. Afterphrenia Research in February 2006. After

the publication of our paper in thethe publication of our paper in the JournalJournal

we obtained clarification from Bristol-we obtained clarification from Bristol-

Myers Squibb regarding the eight deaths.Myers Squibb regarding the eight deaths.

This information was forthcoming preciselyThis information was forthcoming precisely

because of the poster presentation in 2006.because of the poster presentation in 2006.

Two years earlier we had met with repre-Two years earlier we had met with repre-

sentatives of the company and asked forsentatives of the company and asked for

conformation of our results before publica-conformation of our results before publica-

tion in thetion in the Cochrane Database of Systema-Cochrane Database of Systema-

tic Reviewstic Reviews and a note of this meeting isand a note of this meeting is

made (El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004). Themade (El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004). The

offer of clarification and further contactoffer of clarification and further contact

did not materialise until after the posterdid not materialise until after the poster

presentation. Thereafter Bristol-Myerspresentation. Thereafter Bristol-Myers

Squibb showed us how we had indeedSquibb showed us how we had indeed

failed to note how these people had diedfailed to note how these people had died

in the post-randomisation protracted fol-in the post-randomisation protracted fol-

low-up of the two studies in question, solow-up of the two studies in question, so

normalising the seemingly alarming stand-normalising the seemingly alarming stand-

ardised mortality ratio previously presentedardised mortality ratio previously presented

(El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004). We do not(El-Sayeh & Morganti, 2004). We do not

think anyone would say that these datathink anyone would say that these data

were easy to locate or are clear (Dubitskywere easy to locate or are clear (Dubitsky

et alet al, 2002), although Professor Crow, 2002), although Professor Crow

may think otherwise.may think otherwise.

As mentioned in our review, currentlyAs mentioned in our review, currently

available data do not seem to support theavailable data do not seem to support the

prolific use of aripiprazole. In suggestingprolific use of aripiprazole. In suggesting

otherwise, there may be a danger of givingotherwise, there may be a danger of giving

false hope to clinicians and recipients offalse hope to clinicians and recipients of

care.care.
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One hundred years agoOne hundred years ago

John Murray’s Royal AsylumJohn Murray’s Royal Asylum

The statistics of insanity are perhaps moreThe statistics of insanity are perhaps more

lacking in precision of terms than are thoselacking in precision of terms than are those

relating to any other human affairs. Chiefrelating to any other human affairs. Chief

among the elastically uncertain stands theamong the elastically uncertain stands the

term ‘‘recovery’’. Yet on it depends the trueterm ‘‘recovery’’. Yet on it depends the true

history both in the positive and negativehistory both in the positive and negative

sense of our fight with the disease. Dr.sense of our fight with the disease. Dr.

Urquhart gives his interpretation of theUrquhart gives his interpretation of the

term, and we consider that it is as fair andterm, and we consider that it is as fair and

accurate as can be looked for:accurate as can be looked for:

‘‘The number of readmissions (15) was unprece-‘‘The number of readmissions (15) was unprece-
dented in the history of the asylum, and thedented in the history of the asylum, and the
number of those suffering from recurrence ofnumber of those suffering from recurrence of
mental disorder (22) was also disproportionate.mental disorder (22) was also disproportionate.

In these observations theword‘recovery’ is usedInthese observations theword‘recovery’ is used
to indicate those in whom there is re-establish-to indicate those in whom there is re-establish-
ment of mental soundness permitting of thement of mental soundness permitting of the
return of the patient to his place in the worldreturn of the patient to his place in the world
without requiring the care and supervision ofwithout requiring the care and supervision of
others.The‘lucid interval’mayprove to be of life-others.The‘lucid interval’mayprove to be of life-
long duration, it may last for years, or only forlong duration, it may last for years, or only for
months.Doubts have been expressed regardingmonths.Doubts have been expressed regarding
the propriety of liberty inmany of these cases. Itthe propriety of liberty inmany of these cases. It
has been represented as a wrong to the lieges.has been represented as a wrong to the lieges.
This is a new phase of opinion. For many yearsThis is a new phase of opinion. For many years
we have been accustomed to accusations of un-we have been accustomed to accusations of un-
due detention in asylums, elaborate safeguardsdue detention in asylums, elaborate safeguards
have been devised to protect the insane fromhave been devised to protect the insane from
that evil, and now the tide of opinion seems tothat evil, and now the tide of opinion seems to
be setting in the contrary direction. As the lawbe setting in the contrary direction. As the law
stands there isnolonger authority for the deten-stands thereisnolonger authority for the deten-
tion of a person after he ceases to be insane;tion of a person after he ceases to be insane;
and, in the great majority of cases, it would beand, in the great majority of cases, it would be

an intolerable hardship to be detained indefi-an intolerable hardship to be detained indefi-
nitelybecause of a possibilityof untowardremotenitelybecause of a possibilityof untowardremote
consequences.No doubtthere are those, includ-consequences.No doubtthere are those, includ-
ing many who have never been under custodialing many who have never been under custodial
care, who should be limited in liberty of actioncare, who should be limited in liberty of action
under revised legal enactments; but the advo-under revised legal enactments; but the advo-
cates of extreme measures will have to be con-cates of extreme measures will have to be con-
tent with less Spartan remedies than theytent with less Spartan remedies than they
formulate.The practice of discharge onrecovery,formulate.The practice ofdischarge onrecovery,
or even on improvement, may entail occasionalor even on improvement, may entail occasional
hardships, but on the whole it is appropriate tohardships, but on the whole it is appropriate to
existing conditions.’’existing conditions.’’
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